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Syndication - Own A Piece Of Your Own Superyacht

R

oomy, fast, efficient and compact, the new ‘quaranta’ luxury
power catamaran superyacht sets new standards. Well on
its way for completion in late 2012, the all-new Curvelle
‘quaranta’ is set to break the mould in luxury superyachting and
start a fresh approach with syndicate ownership
In a bold move Curvelle set out with a clean sheet of
paper and a clear business approach in defining how a yacht should
perform both as a private vessel and for cost effective charter. A
truly outstanding feature of the innovative design is the flexible
interior accommodation. The private owner or the charter party
can re-configure the guest accommodation, a task that the crew can
perform in just a couple of hours.
Part of the Curvelle vision is to produce a series of
yachts that can fit perfectly into a syndicate ownership scheme.
YachtMarketing owner, Luuk V. van Zanten is very enthusiastic
about the global aspect of having a fleet of about ten ‘quarantas’
operating in all the top cruising areas around the world in the
syndicate ownership programme. ‘’Being identical yachts,

Syndication - Own A Piece Of Your Own Superyacht

syndicate owners could network between themselves and run
a reciprocal swap programme knowing that they will find the
exact same standards of ownership experience in different exotic
locations. One of the key benefits of syndicate ownership, a very
different proposition from fractional ownership and timeshare, is
the important feeling that comes with ‘pride of ownership’, as I
have often commented your friends and others will not see or feel
the difference between owning 100% of the yacht or owning a
syndicate share’’.
Luuk overviews the key benefits of syndicate ownership
‘’First of all let me explain what syndicate ownership is definitely
NOT! First off, it is NOT ‘timeshare’ which is just that. You buy
some time entitlement to a proposition. You have no ownership
of assets or equity and you are simply making a payment in
advance for the rental of asset units. Also another thing, syndicate
ownership is NOT the same as ‘fractional’ ownership. This system
is a scheme where investors purchase a share in an asset that
remains within the fractional organisation which then determines
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The Curvelle quaranta is a superyacht in every sense!
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The concept is straight
forward. Enjoy all the
pleasure of owning a luxury
motoryacht for a fraction of
the commitment and cost!

how an asset is used. The fractional owner has a relationship solely
with the fractional company, importantly fractional companies are
a for-profit operation. My business partner in the YachtMarketing
Limited (YML) syndicate sheme is Steve Last, who has run highly
successful schemes for luxury villas and property across many
continents for over 30 years’’.
Steve continues ‘’The scheme we run via Curvelle
Syndicate Ownership is simple and effective. Our syndicate
yachts are ready prepared for syndicate purchasing and operation.
I cannot stress more firmly that the individual syndicate owners
own an equal share in each yacht and only they determine how it
will be used, this is the ‘pride of ownership’ that Luuk mentioned.
The primary relationship in the syndicate is with the other
owners plus the syndicate is fully portable but Curvelle Syndicate
Ownership will offer our services and support as required. The
concept is straight forward. Enjoy all the pleasure of owning a
luxury motoryacht for a fraction of the commitment and cost, it
comes very near to owning your yacht outright. The revolutionary
cabin design offers unparalleled flexibility which means ‘your’
yacht is set exactly how you would like when you arrive through
the servicing arrangement with Curvelle Syndicate Ownership,
cleaned to perfection, fully stocked with your choice of food and
wines, crew at the ready, just step on- board and go cruising. To
get the full facts visit our website’’.
Flexible accommodation is the key factor for the single
owner or syndicate ownership
The Curvelle yacht is designed to be roomy, fast, fuel
efficient, compact and be able to deliver to its owner (or owners)
a truly luxurious yacht. Getting the right price-point was also
important, which guided the yacht development towards the
catamaran configuration ending up with a 33.7m yacht that thinks
it is a big as a 40m. Again the price point target at EUR 1.430.000
was set per syndicate share of seven shareholders or for the single
owner EUR 9.680.000. An impressive price for a superyacht! Take
into account that EUR 1.430.000 share is not much different from
the outright ownership of a typical VAT paid and equipped 55ft
motor cruiser with one owner bearing the whole operating costs
for a few weeks use per year. The Curvelle proposition delivers a
33.7m luxury motor yacht with a huge volume and unique features.
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Seven stakeholders guarantees optimum usage all year round as
the yacht can be positioned in the Mediterranean in the summer
and the Caribbean for the winter.
As the first yacht takes shape in the Curvelle – Logos
shipyard in Tuzla, the Turkish shipbuilding centre of excellence
in the world class city of Istanbul, the first three syndicate owners
have signed up which means that the first ‘quaranta’ is destined for
the shared ownership fleet. The second hull can still be for a single
owner.
Although the Curvelle Syndicate Ownership scheme
is an important building block for this successful enterprise, the
33.7m ‘quaranta’ is a most innovative stand-alone yacht with
its own unique story to tell. Respected Australian architects
Incat Crowther based in Sydney are particularly experienced in
designing power catamarans of over 100ft, the ‘quaranta’ will
cruise efficiently throughout the speed range up to 25 knots. The
Turkish project management and construction partner of Curvelle
is Logos, who are specialists in carbon epoxy composites.
With her large interior volume and stunning looks, the
‘quaranta’ will be a head turner. The twin-hull design not only
delivers speed and fuel efficiency but truly novel features for a
yacht of this size. Take the wide swim platform that sits between
the two hull, when it is raised it houses the tenders (or even
a small submarine) and when lowered becomes a beach club.
Another feature that will instantly grab attention is the large
windows, each being 2.75m wide and 0.95m high. Windows like
these are not normally found on a yacht of this size plus they are
RINA certified for ocean crossings with paying guests on board.
Six generously sized double cabins enjoy the picture-windows,
making the cabins ideal for private use during the day. The highly
intelligent design of the moveable cabin walls means that the
owner or syndicate owner can configure the accommodation in up
to twenty combinations, eg. three VIP suites of mega yacht owners
cabin equivalent standards or combinations. The layout can be reconfigured by the crew with just a few hours’ notice
The Curvelle website has a really good 360 degree virtual
tour so you can travel throughout the yacht and get a first-hand
experience of what it would be like to be a proud owner of a
Curvelle ‘quaranta’. For a full overview of ‘quaranta’ and its larger
sisters plus all the technical information, just navigate around the
website.

Curvelle
Yacht Marketing Ltd.
180 Piccadilly, London
W1J 9HG. United Kingdom
T: +44 20 7917 2976
M: +44 7509 160 234
E: info@curvelle.com
W: www.curvelle.com
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